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Join me for special events.
Ladies, if you’re in the Qualicum Beach, Parksville vicinity, come along for Coffee and a Camera
Improve your photography skills and sign up for my Exposure pilot course.
Courses, meet-ups and tours: http://www.shootpetals.com/photo-education.html
Related Resources:
http://www.shootpetals.com/exposure.html
http://www.shootpetals.com/aperture.html
http://www.shootpetals.com/shutter-speed.html
http://www.shootpetals.com/histogram.html

This guide is best used as an additional resource to http://www.shootpetals.com/digital-camera-modes.html
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Full Auto Mode will usually give you a well exposed photo, but if you have any desire for creative input, you will be disappointed with the
result. So, lets move you on up from snapshots to meaningful photographs.
Glossary of Terms:
Aperture - The aperture is an opening inside the lens that becomes larger or smaller to change the amount of light entering the camera. It
controls how much of the scene is in acceptable focus.
Aperture Priority (A or AV) - Automatic camera mode that allows the photographer to lock in the desired aperture while the camera
chooses the required shutter speed.
DOF / Depth of field: The distance between the nearest and farthest objects that are acceptably sharp in an image.
ISO: System of measurement used by the International Standards Organization. It quantifies the sensitivity (speed) of a film emulsion or a
digital camera's image sensor to light. A normal range is 100 ISO up to 6400 ISO. A higher ISO can introduce noise into the photograph.
Shutter Priority / S or TV: Automatic camera mode that allows the photographer to lock in the desired shutter speed while the camera
chooses the aperture.
Shutter Speed: The shutter covers the sensor. How fast or slow the shutter opens and closes determines whether a subject is sharp or
blurred

Mode

Full Auto

Aperture Priority (A or AV)

Shutter Priority (S or TV)

Program *

What You Control

What the Camera Controls

You Can Also Control

Nothing

shutter speed, aperture, ISO,
focus, flash, white balance

Nothing

aperture, ISO

flash, white balance

flash, white balance

shutter speed, ISO

flash, white balance

flash, white balance

ISO

shutter speed, aperture, ISO,
focus, flash, white balance

aperture or shutter speed reverts to full auto when you
move your camera after each shot
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Step 1: Awareness. Put your camera down and look around your environment. What grabs your attention?
Step 2: Decide on your subject. Make sure your subject tells a story. What thousand words ‘story’ will your photo tell?
Step 3: Examine your subject from diﬀerent angles. Where do you get the best angle and best / simplest background?
Step 4: What do you want to control?
Aperture

FOCUS

mountain landscape
portrait of a child
flower in a vase

Shutter Speed

MOTION

soccer game
a waterfall
people walking

Step 5: Dial in the digital camera mode you want and the aperture or shutter speed.
Aperture Priority
Mountain
landscape

Close up
miniature
tulip

Focus foreground to
background

Vase and
tulip in focus

f 11
1/125
ISO 200

f 16
1/10
ISO 200
Portrait
Child in focus, background blurred.
f 2.8, 1/250, ISO 200
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Shutter Priority

Sports - soccer players
Fast shutter speed to freeze motion
f 8, 1/500, ISO 200

Waterfall feature
Slow shutter speed to blur water
f 22, 1/10, ISO 200

Children walking up a snowy hill
Mid shutter speed to freeze slow motion
f 8, 1/125, ISO 200

Step 6: Use your depth of field preview to confirm your aperture choice is correct - if you’re using Aperture Priority. For both
aperture priority and shutter priority, take a test photo and examine it carefully on your LCD at 100%. If the result is what you want
take several more photos in both horizontal and vertical views. If your shutter speed is 1/60 or slower, you need a tripod to stop
camera shake.
Step 7: Pat yourself on the back for your progress. Load your pictures onto your computer and look at the diﬀerence now you’ve
taken over some creative control. Keep it up and your photos will improve 10-fold. And celebrate… your life stories are so worth
preserving. Make those picture stories worth a thousand words!

This is a short guide on the 3 semi-auto digital camera modes. Please take the time to go over further resources
that I’ve listed on page 2. The more you understand, the more your photography will improve.
* Check your own digital camera’s manual for how your particular camera modes may diﬀer from the information in this guide.
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